The Public Service Commission Should Deny National Fuel’s Request for a Rate Hike

Summary
National Fuel (NF) has requested a rate hike of $41.7 million per year. The Public Service Commission (PSC) should deny this request because:

- It will unduly burden low-income customers, who are already struggling to pay their utility bills;
- NF is a very profitable company, with skyrocketing executive compensation and large dividends;
- As noted by the PSC’s auditors and other experts, many of NF’s claimed expenses are questionable; and
- Instead of investing in additional fossil fuel infrastructure, New York and its utilities should be investing in energy efficiency and renewables.

In addition, the PSC should ensure that NF’s low-income programs reach all low-income customers, and it should deny NF’s request to be relieved from regulatory penalties.

Rate Case Basics
When public utilities such as NF want to raise the rates that they charge customers, they must file a rate case with the PSC. In April 2016, NF submitted a filing (Case 16-G-0257) with the PSC to make changes to NF’s current rate structure and regulations.

In its filing, NF seeks a revenue increase of approximately $41.7 million per year. For the average reader, it is hard to understand NF’s proposed budget, and to identify exactly how the money will be spent, and what benefit customers will gain from it.

The largest of NF’s proposed expenses is construction, which includes the modernization of existing pipelines, as well as multimillion dollar expansion projects. NF describes its new customer information system as its other primary expense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure</th>
<th>Cost (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>$10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation Expense</td>
<td>$10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>$7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>$6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Equity</td>
<td>$3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Information System</td>
<td>$3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncollectible Expenses</td>
<td>$3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two other important issues are raised by the rate case. One is the future of NF’s low-income programs. The second is NF’s proposal to remove certain regulatory mechanisms. This could put residents of NF’s service area at risk when it comes to gas leaks and other safety issues.

**Revenue Increase**

*Impact on Low-Income Customers*

Many, but by no means all, of NF’s low-income customers receive aid through the Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP), a federal program, administered by states, in which certain qualifying customers receive aid in the form of payments made directly to the utility by the government. NF’s rates are different for HEAP customers and non-HEAP customers.

Currently, a non-HEAP residential customer pays a fixed-rate cost of $15.54 and then pays declining-block rates for service delivery. That is, after paying the fixed rate, residential customers pay a certain amount for the first 46 centum cubic feet (ccf) of fuel they consume, and then pay a lesser rate for any ccf beyond that. NF proposes to raise both the fixed rate and the cost per ccf of fuel.

For non-HEAP residential customers, the fixed rate would rise from $15.54 to $19.66. For HEAP customers, it would rise from $10.28 to $11.29. NF claims that its proposal will result in a 7.16% rate hike for the average residential customer. It is important to note, however, that much of that hike will come from the increases in fixed rates: for non-HEAP residential customers, an increase of 26.5%, and for HEAP customers, an increase of 9.8%.

Energy costs are already unduly burdensome on low-income households, so this rate hike would only serve to heighten financial instability for those households. Currently, 36% of low-income households in NF’s service area spend at least 50% or more of their income on housing costs. In New York, energy costs alone consume 41% of household income for those who are at or below 50% of the federal poverty level. As the PSC noted in another rate case, a household’s energy burden rises as the household’s income goes down. Thus, any increase in gas rates will have disproportionate effects on low-income households.

Further, because NF operates on a declining-block rate model, when residents conserve gas, they end up paying a higher cost per ccf of gas. For example, at the proposed rates, if a household uses 40 ccf of gas, residents will pay $1.43 per ccf, but if it uses 100 ccf, its residents will pay $1.00 per ccf.
Thus, for low-income households that face an increased financial burden as a result of this rate hike, attempts to conserve gas will not provide them with much relief.

The impact on low income customers is particularly unjust, given the profitability and the executive compensation at NF. The Public Accountability Initiative has reported that CEO pay at NF has mushroomed from $2.4 million in 2007 to $6.7 million, or $3,230 per hour in 2015; that NF raised its dividends for the 46th straight year, and that NF’s largest individual shareholder earned $12.2 million in dividends in 2015.13

Challenges to Customer Fixed Rate
In a rate case, interested parties (such as public interest groups, local officials, and representatives of customers) may submit testimony to be reviewed by the Administrative Law Judge. Since NF’s initial filing, several parties have challenged NF’s proposed fixed rate calculation. Some parties question NF’s inclusion of gas mains in the fixed rate charge, and others argue that NF’s fixed rates were too high to begin with when compared to other public gas companies.

In NF’s budget, all costs are categorized as either “customer related” or “demand related.”14 If a cost varies based on how many customers NF has, the cost is deemed customer related. If a cost varies based on how much gas is being consumed, the cost is deemed demand related. Currently, NF labels the cost of gas distribution mains as primarily customer related. This means that gas mains are included in the customer’s fixed rate cost. However, the number of gas mains and their associated cost is not directly related to NF’s number of customers.

A main is the pipeline that carries gas from the gate station (where gas from local distribution companies reaches a local gas utility like NF) to a service line (which carries gas into someone’s home).15 If an individual owns a house and decides to rent half of it out, thus creating two separate customers for NF, the company does not need to increase the length of the gas main to serve that new customer. Rather, new mains are built based on demand.16 By classifying mains as customer related rather than as demand related, the burden of the main cost is shifted from larger customers to smaller customers (as they consume less of the utility).17 The Utility Intervention Unit (UIU) recommends that NF re-label the gas main charge as 100% demand-based (as has occurred in many other rate cases), which would result in a reduction of non-HEAP customers’ fixed cost to $7.49.18

Even without the proposed increase, NF’s residential fixed rates are already on the high end when compared to other utility companies. The UIU notes that gas rates in New York are some of the highest in the country.19 One expert, Richard Ford, using NF’s own list of comparable companies, found that NF charges $4.34 more than the average fixed rate of its peers.20 High fixed rates like this shift cost
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burdens from larger customers onto smaller customers because smaller customers do not receive the proportionate benefit from the utility. High fixed rates also fail to encourage conservation because customers are forced to pay the fixed rate regardless of how much gas they use.

Challenges to the Budget
Auditors from the PSC have challenged NF’s proposed $41.7 million budget, including the expenses for the customer information system, executive compensation, and labor.

Currently, NF’s budget does not include the monetary benefits of obtaining a new customer information system. The system is anticipated to improve worker productivity, streamline workflow, and allow NF to leverage discounts on other software, all of which will undoubtedly result in financial benefits. Yet, none of this is reflected in the budget. Both the UIU and the Public Safety Commission recommend that these monetary benefits be passed back to the customer.

In its filing, NF requested approximately $2.6 million for executive compensation. To demonstrate the need for an increase, NF commissioned a study of NF’s executive compensation in comparison to peer companies. The auditor who examined this study stated that NF did not provide enough information for the auditor to make a decision on the $2.6 million figure. Further, the PSC mandates that increases in executive compensation must be ‘focused, solely or in large part on goals for safety, reliability, environmental protection or customer service.’ The auditor found NF’s rationale for increased executive pay to be primarily associated with the company’s financial performance. Ultimately, the auditor recommended that the entire $2.6 million be denied for lack of information within the filing and for lack of demonstrated benefits to ratepayers, reliability, environmental impact or customer service.

Another PSC auditor challenged NF’s labor cost figures. While NF accounted for the cost of borrowing labor from other jurisdictions, it failed to include the income it receives by charging out labor to other jurisdictions. As a result, the auditor said, NF’s labor expense forecast should be reduced by approximately $5.9 million. This auditor also recommended further reductions in the budget such as: $0.5 million reduction in the implementation of the customer information system, a $1.2 million reduction in the staff cost of contractors and outside services, and a $1.5 million reduction in operation and maintenance expenses.

Despite the insights provided by these auditors, NF’s proposed budget remains largely unintelligible to the larger public. Since this is a public rate case, all testimony is publicly accessible online. However, the immensity of NF’s submitted testimony and lack of summarizing documents means that it is impossible for an ordinary person to really understand the case. In cases such as these, the PSC should
prepare a simple summary of the utility’s proposal that highlights all the key issues for the public to consider.

Finally, it simply does not make sense for New Yorks’ ratepayers to be making additional investments in fossil fuel infrastructure at a time when the state needs to be moving as quickly as possible away from fossil fuels. According to climate scientists, to have a two-thirds chance of staying below a global increase of two degrees Celsius, we can release 800 gigatons more CO2 into the atmosphere. But as the recent landmark study by the Oil Change Institute revealed, coal mines and oil and gas wells currently in operation contain 942 gigatons worth of CO2. In other words, every responsible government in the world needs to move – even more quickly than previously believed – to phase out existing fossil fuel infrastructure, not to add to it.

**Low-Income Programs**

On May 20, 2016, the PSC filed an Order that changed New York State regulations for low-income programs. Under the new Order, public utility companies must set their target energy burdens for low-income households at 6% (3% for electric and 3% for gas). In other words, a household that earns below 200% of the federal poverty line should not spend more than 3% of its income on gas each year. To attain the target, the PSC stated, NF should offer households a discount of $3 - $31 depending on the household’s income.

While the goal is to reach all 2.3 million low-income households in the state of New York, the PSC acknowledges that utilities will need new methods to identify eligible customers. In the meantime, utilities are to provide this discount program to households that are currently enrolled in the HEAP. Manual enrollment of other, non-HEAP enrolled households, is acceptable when “practicable,” i.e., when it is “not administratively burdensome and within the budget constraints.”

Given that the current energy burden for some households exceeds 40% of household income, an energy burden target of 6% is undoubtedly a significant step. However, the PSC should order a quick solution to the question of how to reach low-income customers who do not receive HEAP because 30-50% of HEAP-eligible households in New York State are not enrolled in the program. Thus, if utilities do not quickly establish new methods of low-income household identification, a sizable number of low-income households will be excluded from this much-needed program.

In the Order, the PSC goes on to define the budget cap for this program as 2% of the company’s revenue. The PSC calculated that all New York State gas companies—except NF—could achieve the 6% target and remain within the 2% budget cap, but that NF would have to spend approximately 3% of
its total revenue on the low-income programming. The PSC did not make clear whether NF should increase the budget cap to achieve the target energy burden, or whether the target energy burden should be sacrificed for the budget cap. In this rate case, the PSC should clarify that NF’s budget cap will be raised to 3% to fully fund the program.

**Removal of Regulatory Penalties**

While not discussed in NF’s filing letter, NF is also asking the commission to remove various regulatory targets and penalties. Currently, if NF fails to meet a target, NF is punished by way of a negative revenue adjustment. The PSC imposes targets on NF related to damage prevention, leak management, emergency response, and non-compliance for pipeline safety regulations. NF proposes to remove all targets as it claims that they are purely punitive and discourage improvement beyond the target. NF also incurs penalties if it does not provide satisfactory customer service as measured by Service Quality Performance Mechanisms (SQPMs). In its filing, NF proposes to do away with SQPMs as well.

NF asserts that it is already managing risks through its existing programs, but in the PSC’s testimony, the staff notes that NF has had some problems meeting targets in the past. In 2015, the PSC identified NF as a “poor performer” in avoiding excavator error damages, and every year, on average, the PSC cites NF for 36 high-risk pipeline safety violations. In prior years, the PSC found NF to have been in non-compliance on a larger scale. In 2014, the PSC found that NF had failed to carry out required tests when performing plastic fusions for the period of three years prior. All plastic fusion work had to be stopped immediately until NF personnel could be brought into compliance with regulations. And perhaps most notably, an explosion and fire occurred at a Pennsylvania home in NF’s service area in 2004, which resulted in the death of two residents. Investigators believe that the explosion occurred due to a misaligned plastic joint that had been installed by NF. Clearly, regulatory targets and penalties are still necessary to protect the public.

The PSC should maintain regulatory mechanisms not only because NF has had a spotty history of safety, but also because NF is a publicly-sanctioned monopoly. Ideally, a for-profit company has a financial incentive to provide a safe product and quality service. As a monopoly, however, NF does not have to compete for customers’ business and therefore lacks that incentive. This is, in part, why regulations of this kind are standard practice in the public utility industry. In fact, if NF were to remove its SQPMs, it would be the only major utility company in New York without them.
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